
A Pre-Visit Story for 

Family Dance Workshops 



When you arrive, you might see… 

When you come to a Family Dance Workshop, you will be visiting 

the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts.  



Security guards in uniforms 
 



Ushers in red coats 
 



Volunteers and Staff 
 



Other Visitors 
 



The Workshop will be at the Millennium Stage in the Grand Foyer, a long 

hallway with big windows. Look for the check-in sign. Tell the people at the 

check-in table your name, and we will mark off that you have arrived. 



Next, the ushers in red coats will help you find a dot on the floor 

that will be your dancing dot! This will be your special space to be 

dancing with your adult during the workshop.  



A teacher, or maybe two teachers, from American Ballet Theatre or 

New York City Ballet will be leading your workshop. American Ballet 

Theatre and New York City Ballet are two of the largest and most 

famous dance companies in the United States.  

Dancers from American Ballet 
Theatre in costumes 

Dancers from New York City 
Ballet in costumes 



The teachers will stand on the stage so that it is easier to see them. 

There will also be teaching assistants with name tags around you to 

help show the steps or answer questions.  



At 11am the Workshop will begin. Your teacher will be introduced, and then 

will start with a warm-up. Warming up is important to keep your body from 

getting hurt. You might roll your head or shoulders, make shapes, do some 

bends, or take some deep breaths.  



After warm-up, the teacher will pick something about ballet to 

teach you. It might be a new step, or a story of a ballet. You get to 

follow along as they go.  

Some things you might learn are… 



In ballet, there are different shapes made with our body that are called 

positions. Some of the positions you might learn are numbered – First 

Position, Second Position, Fourth Position, and Fifth Position. A funny thing 

about ballet is that we usually skip Third Position.  



Two of the most famous steps in ballet are Plie (plee-A) and Tendu (tawn-dew). 

Ballet uses French words for all its steps. Plie means “to bend” and tendu 

means “to stretch or extend.” These steps are often done with the legs, but 

you can also bend and stretch with other parts of your body.  

Plie Tendu 



During the workshop, there will be music. It might be from a piano onstage or 

come from speakers. The teacher might count to the music. In dance, we 

often count to 8, and you might hear a countdown before you start that goes 

“5, 6, 7, 8”! 



If you ever need to take a break, there will be a “take a break” space where 

you can put on some quiet head phones if you want. If you need more room, 

there is lots of space in the Grand Foyer’s big hallway too! 



At 11:45 am, the workshop will be done, and you and your adult will leave 

your dancing dot and go on your way! 


